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Parkland College held a groundbreaking ceremony on Mon. April 16, 2012. Approximately 200 guests attended the event, which marked the beginning of the
construction on the new Student Services Center. Food for those attending was supplied by Food For Thought, while WPCD provided music and a raffle. (Bottom
right) Linda Moore, Vice President of Parkland College, who guided the project through the planning process, informs the audience that the new Student Services
Center will be a “welcoming and identifiable front door to the college.” The center will house Parkland’s Student Life offices, bookstore and a large, open cafeteria
with food service. The Student Services Center is expected to be completed by fall of 2013. Other special guest speakers at the event were President Thomas
Ramage, Chairman James Ayers, State Representative Chapin Rose, State Senator Michael Frerichs and Student Body President Tyler Cravens. (Top right from left
to right) Tyler Cravens, Linda Moore, Thomas Ramage and Board of Trustees members Dana Trimble, Linden Warfel, James Ayers, Bonnie Kelley, Ray Guttendorf,
Gregory Knott and Donna Glertz. (Top left) Ayers holds the original shovel from Parkland’s first groundbreaking in 1970, which was presented to him at the ceremony.
(Bottom left) An inscription on the shovel from the 1970 groundbreaking. For more photos of the event, visit www.prospectusnews.com.
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In many ways, Parkland
College really is a gateway to
success. This is particularly
evident in the fact that Parkland
has articulated agreements
with other colleges and fouryear universities to help
expedite the transfer process.
These
agreements
are
known as transfer programs,
which
benefit
Parkland
students by enabling them to
transfer credits upon leaving
Parkland.
Parkland’s
transfer
programs
are
specially
used to provide students the
opportunity to obtain bachelor
degrees in technical and other
fields.
A 2+2 agreement is a
program that was designed to
help Parkland’s students just
as the basic transfer programs
do.

However,
the
2+2
agreements are unique in
the way that the agreements
are geared toward Parkland
graduates who have earned an
Associate’s degree in Applied
Science, Arts or Science.
Students that transfer with a
2+2 agreement complete their
last two years at the University,
with their first two years taken
at colleges such as Parkland.
Effort is made to ensure that
all credits are taken care of
for the first two years, which
results in a normal third year
level student status for the
transferring student.
The 2+2 agreement is
available to all occupational
students. In order to become
eligible for this agreement,
Parkland students must first
enroll in course work that can
transfer to the cooperating
four-year institution.
The student needs to then
complete the course work,

making sure that they earn
a passing letter grade in
each course used to fulfill
requirements. The different
cooperating
four-year
intuitions vary in their grade
point average requirements.
One of the most important
aspects of the 2+2 agreements
is the list of the cooperating
four-year institutions. It is a
priority to understand what
universities are eligible for the
2+2 agreements.
Some of the institutions that
are cooperating with Parkland
in these agreements are
Bradley University, Columbia
College, DePaul University,
Eastern Illinois University,
Franklin
University,
Greenville University, Illinois
State University and Indiana
Wesleyan University.
Also
participating
are
Lakeview College of Nursing,
See 2+2 on P. 5
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In the event you are on the road
during a tornado, the best place to
take cover is under an overpass.

(Find answer on page 5)

Parkland College initiatives
win national awards
Parkland Marketing
and Public Relations
A group of diversity-based
strategies and a scholarly
repository at Parkland College
recently won national awards
as
exemplary
initiatives.
The National Council of
Instructional Administrators
(NCIA) selected Parkland’s
“Diversifying
the
Fulltime Faculty” effort and
its Scholarship at Parkland
(SPARK) online repository
as winners in the 20112012 Exemplary Initiatives
Competition. The competition
recognizes
outstanding
programs
that
improve
the
quality
of
higher
education provided at twoyear institutions in the U.S.
A
national
panel
of
community
college
educators
judged
this
year’s
“best
practice”
submissions
under
four
broad areas: Professional and
Organizational Development;
Curriculum and Program
Innovation;
Community
and Workforce Needs and
Partnerships; and Access,
Persistence and Completion.
Nine initiatives went on to
earn NCIA awards. Parkland
College’s “Diversifying the
Full-time Faculty” submission
won
the
Professional
and
Organizational
Development category, while
the SPARK repository was
a co-winner for Curriculum
and
Program
Innovation.
Parkland’s award-winning

initiatives will be recognized
April 11 at the International
Conference
on
College
Teaching and Learning in
Jacksonville, Florida, and will
be featured in a presentation
during
the
conference.
“Diversifying
the
Fulltime Faculty” efforts at
Parkland
include
two
programs
established
by
faculty and administrators:
the
Professors
of
the
Future
(PROF)
program
and the Diversity Faculty
Intern program (now called
the
Faculty
Fellowship
program), as well as a
Diversifying Faculty Task
Force (DFTF) established
in 2010. The two programs
contributed to an increase
in minority faculty, from
11% in 1998 to 14% in 2002
through 2009, while the task
force established a collegewide definition of diversity
and recommended significant
changes to the college’s
faculty
search
process.
The DFTF’s implemented
recommendations also led to
increases in minority hires;
of the eight full-time faculty
searches conducted for the
2010-11 academic year, four of
the individuals hired met their
department’s definition of
diversity, a significant increase
from years prior to the DFTF.
“Promoting,
Preserving
and Showcasing Scholarship
at
Parkland”
was
the
title submitted to the NCIA
See WIN on P. 5
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North Korea’s failed launch raises alarms
Ken Dilanian
Tribune Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON - The spectacular
failure of a North Korean rocket,
and the humiliation it presumably
caused the nation’s young new leader,
makes it likely the regime will soon
test a nuclear device or take other
provocative actions, according to
U.S. officials and outside analysts.
The
U.N.
Security
Council
condemned North Korea for Friday’s
launch, saying it violated two U.N.
resolutions. And the White House
said it would not honor a promise to
provide 240,000 metric tons of food
aid to the impoverished nation.
President
Barack
Obama
defended the decision to cancel U.S.
humanitarian aid to a country that
suffers perennial food shortages. His
administration has not previously
provided any aid to the country.
“They make all these investments,
tens of millions of dollars, in rockets
that don’t work at a time when their
people are starving, literally, and so
what we intend to do is work with the
international community to further
isolate North Korea,” Obama said
in an interview with the Spanishlanguage TV network Telemundo.
“Obviously any opportunity for
us to provide them food aid was
contingent on them abiding by
international rules and international
norms,” the president said.
“So we will continue to keep the
pressure on them, and they’ll continue
to isolate themselves until they take a
different path.”
Ben Rhodes, deputy national
security
adviser,
said
the
administration
was
“certainly
concerned”
about
indications
that North Korea was planning to
follow the failed launch with an
underground nuclear test, as it did
after unsuccessful launches in 2006

and 2009.
Experts
say
satellite
imagery of North Korea’s
northeast Punggye-ri site,
where previous nuclear
tests were conducted, shows
deep tunneling, and other
preparations may be under
way for a third nuclear
test, possibly based on the
country’s
yet-unproven
highly enriched uranium
program.
“A nuclear test next month
is a virtual certainty,” said
MarcusNoland,aNorthKorea
expert at the nonpartisan
Peter G. Peterson Institute
for International Economics
in Washington.
He said the government
in
Pyongyang
suffered
“tremendous
humiliation”
with the failure of the rocket
launch, which was meant
to celebrate the centennial
of the birth of the nation’s
founder, Kim Il Sung.
Noland predicted that the
regime would try to recoup
its credibility, at home and
abroad, by testing a nuclear
device.
Some analysts warned that
the widespread opprobrium
risked isolating any voices
of reason in Pyongyang and
might embolden hard-liners
to dig in even more.
“It’s hard to know whether the
international reaction leads them to
feel like they’re just going to proceed
with the nuclear test they’ve been
preparing,” said David Wright, an
arms control expert with the Union
of Concerned Scientists, a nonprofit
research group. “If it does, it’s going
to be very difficult to make progress
for a number of years.”
U.S. intelligence officials have

said they believe North Korea has
built as many as eight plutoniumbased nuclear bombs. In 2010, the
government revealed a uranium
enrichment facility at Yongbyon that,
in theory, could produce weaponsgrade fuel for a much larger arsenal.
North Korea conducted its first
nuclear test in 2006, but it was only
partly successful. A second test in
2009 was deemed a greater success.
The regime tested long-range

Why

Greenville College?

missiles in 1998, 2006 and
2009. All of them exploded in
flight, although the last flew
2,500 miles before breaking
up.
U.S. intelligence officials
had predicted that North
Korean
missiles
could
threaten the continental
United States by 2015. The
latest setback suggests that
time frame is now unlikely,
experts said.
The
Unha-3
missile
launched Friday had a
slightly larger third stage
than the last version that
failed, U.S. officials said.
This one exploded 90 seconds
after blastoff, rising about 75
miles into the atmosphere
before breaking into pieces,
which fell into the ocean.
North Korea said it was
trying to put a civilian weather
satellite into orbit, but U.S.,
Japanese and South Korean
officials said the missile
had military applications
and, if successful, could be
reconfigured to someday
carry a nuclear payload.
“North
Korea
has
successfully
launched
shorter-range
Scud
and
Nodong missiles that were
successful, but long-range
missile success continues to
elude them,” said Bruce Klingner,
a former CIA analyst now at the
Heritage Foundation, a Washington
think tank.
North Korea, which strictly
controls state media, told its citizens
after the 2009 rocket failure that it
had successfully put a small satellite
into orbit and that it was broadcasting
patriotic songs.
This time, the regime invited
foreign journalists into the country to

help publicize the launch. On Friday,
a state broadcaster announced that
the rocket had failed.
“To me, it’s a reflection that they
don’t have confidence that they
can keep big secrets anymore,”
said Victor Cha, former director of
Asian affairs in the George W. Bush
administration.
Inevitably, outsiders struggled to
make sense of the regime’s insular
decision-making
process.
Some
debated whether the launch would
undermine the authority of Kim Jong
Un, who succeeded his late father,
Kim Jong Il, as undisputed ruler in
December.
“Who actually ordered this missile
test?” asked John Park, a Korea expert
at the congressionally funded U.S.
Institute for Peace. “Was Kim Jong
Un following his father’s playbook?
Or was this an early example of the
military acting on its own?”
In the past, the North Korean
government has used its powerful
military to demonstrate an aggressive
foreign policy. It has repeatedly fired
on South Korean troops and ships,
and it has regularly threatened allout war against its neighbors and the
United States.
The failed launch may provide
another point of friction.
South Korean and other ships
searched Friday for wreckage from
the missile off the South Korean
coastline, and officials were on alert
for a potential clash with North
Korean submarines.
“You have a recipe for growing
tension on the Korean peninsula,”
Klingner said.
(Staff writers Carol J. Williams
in Los Angeles and Christi Parsons
in Tampa, Fla., contributed to this
report.)
- (c) 2012 Tribune Co.

“MEET THE PROS”

Our commitment to serving students

Photo Illustration by Burke Stanion/Prospectus News

Maya Bruck is lead designer and usability-evangelist at Pixo, a web-development firm
based in Urbana, Illinois. Bruck spoke to students and faculty at the sixth and final event
in Parkland’s “MEET THE PROS” lecture series held in room C-118 on April 11, 2012. She
shared her insight, design process and experience in the field of web design. An advocate
for the arts and their role in connecting communities, Bruck is co-founder and co-president
of the Champaign-Urbana Design Organization (CUDO), a vibrant professional organization
with an active membership base of over 80 local designers.
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distinctive majors like: Digital Media, Music Business,
Teacher Education, Pre Med
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Desire2Learn to replace ANGEL
Buster Bytes
Tech Columnist

With the expiration of the
ANGEL learning management
system contract looming, the
Parkland College board has
chosen Desire2Learn as its
replacement.
The college’s contract with
ANGEL ends in the summer
of 2013, and is not eligible
for renewal. The software
has been discontinued by its
parent company, Blackboard
Inc., which acquired it in 2009.
Students can expect to see
classes on the new system
this summer as 10 courses
have been chosen to utilize
the new software. Brett Coup,
Director of Distance and
Virtual Learning at Parkland
College and company will
be taking steps to make the
gradual transition a smooth
one, especially for those who
find themselves using both
systems.
Students will use the same
username that they already
have, although a new password
will be set for first time users
of the new system.
Coup expects that an
intermediate page will be in
place between the initial log in
and the two systems with a list
of courses and which tells the
students which system to use.
Many more courses will
be added to the new system
by fall semester and most
should be migrated by spring
of 2013 in anticipation of the
end of ANGEL’s contract next
summer.

Desire2Learn was selected
for Parkland from a group of
three candidates. ANGEL’s new
parent company, Blackboard,
Inc. was one company that vied
for the contract. The third was
Moodlerooms, a company that
utilized Moodle, a free source
e-learning software platform.
Buster sat down
with Coup to find out
what went into the
decision

making
process.
Coup explained that
the three companies
came out to the
college and were each
given an opportunity
to showcase their
product. The faculty
and board members
then
carefully
evaluated the options
and reached out to
other
community
colleges in Illinois
for their opinions of
the different learning
management systems.
According to Coup,
“The general consensus
was that Blackboard has had
enough unsatisfied customers
to dissuade us from choosing
them.” He added that, “They
have a reputation for not
having the best support, and
they have a lot of bad history
to overcome.”
Blackboard’s
aggressive

policies did not impress
Parkland faculty, either. The
company’s
acquisition
of
ANGEL
and
their lack
of

incompatibility
with
web
browsers other than Firefox,
and the fact that the system
struggled even when Firefox
was upgraded.
Under
Blackboard’s
management, updates
and fixes were slow
in coming, and many

Logo courtesy of Desire2Learn
support
for
the product
afterward left some of those
responsible for this decision
hesitant about a future
relationship.
Issues included ANGEL’s

users had to roll back to
previous versions of Firefox
in order to perform such basic
tasks as emailing professors
and posting to class discussion
boards.
There are those who feel that

Blackboard is more interested
in gaining market share than
in offering a quality product.
They believe that rather than
improving, the company has
a policy of purchasing its
competitors.
In support of this argument
is the fact that just since
visiting
Parkland
last
semester, Blackboard, Inc.
has purchased Moodlerooms.
The company also made an
attempt to purchase
Desire2Learn
at
one point, and
when that failed
changed tactics.
According
to Coup, when
stymied
in
their attempts
to
purchase
Desire2Learn,
Blackboard,
Inc.
applied
for and received
a patent for their
learning
management
system and sued Desire2Learn
for patent infringement.
In the end, however,
Desire2Learn won the day
on its own merits. Coup
stated that the various
systems offered very
similar products.
“Moodle was a
little simpler and
easier to use, but
not as powerful,”
he explained. “At
the end of the day,
it was Desire2Learn
that had all of the bells
and whistles, all of the
functionality.”
He said that the software
struck a good balance between
ease of use and ability.
Desire2Learn allows those
faculty members who wish an
opportunity to set everything
up just the way they want it
without forcing those less
interested to do so.
Coup went on to explain

that the good opinion Elgin
College expressed, after using
Desire2Learn for the last
seven years, went a long way
toward making the decision a
comfortable one.
“With these types of systems,
there can be a lot of things to
complain about,” he explained.
“When all that we’re hearing
is that Desire2Learn ‘is pretty
good,’ it must be!”
The support behind the
software has been encouraging
as well. Desire2Learn knows
that ANGEL’s days are
numbered and that a lot of
schools around the country
will be making a change to a
new system.
With that in mind, the
company has been able to make
it possible for faculty members
to port their entire class as it is
to the new system. They have
developed migration tools and
even exhibited the methods
for the process during their
visit last fall.
Desire2Learn has a few
advantages that students will
notice right away. The system
offers full support for all the
major internet browsers,
including Internet Explorer,
Firefox, Google Chrome and
Safari.
The system also does away
with the many time zone
problems that have been so
frequently an issue with the
ANGEL system and
Desire2Learn
has
a
reputation for eager customer
service.
During
the
transition,
Buster will be doing his best
to explain the ins and outs
of the new system. Students
can direct questions to him at
buster@busterbytes.com
or
can contact the STAR office
for assistance by calling the
STAR Hotline at 217/353-3333
or via email at star@parkland.
edu.
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Wanted: jobs for the next generation
McClatchy-Tribune
News Service
When the United States was
in recession three decades ago,
middle-age industrial workers
were the biggest losers. The
most recent recession and
hesitant recovery, though, has
hammered the young, as the
government’s disappointing
monthly employment report
showed again last week.
For many of America’s
younger workers, opportunity
is
scarce
and
financial
independence is a dream.
The labor market’s recent
upswing has barely kept pace
with population growth. The
young continue to suffer
substantially larger income
losses than other age groups.
Those who are ages 16 to 29
are less likely to be employed
than at any time since World
War II.
The outlook is worrisome.
Long
stretches
of
unemployment early in a
young person’s work life can
undermine future earnings,
productivity
and
career
prospects.
Debt-strapped
Europe is turning into Exhibit
A of this phenomenon: In Spain,
half of young adults have no
job. In Italy, the figure is 30
percent. In Portugal, where
youth unemployment runs 28
percent, young professionals
are fleeing to Brazil and former
Portuguese colonies in Africa.
The jobless rate for young
workers in the U.S. typically
runs above the rate for those in
the prime working ages of 25
to 64. But the latest recession
brought about the highest
rate of unemployment ever
recorded for 16- to 24-yearolds. At the end of 2011, their
jobless rate stood at 16.3
percent, almost double the
rate overall.
So far this year, youth have
made no real progress: For
those 16 to 19 years old, the
unemployment rate rose to
25 percent in March, up from

clerk
and
bartending
positions. The
economic
downturn
wiped
out
home equity at
the same time
jobs became
scarce.
Retirement
plans
were
upended.
Many
Americans
took whatever
work
they
could
find,
and
labor
participation
rates
for
the old went
higher even
as those for
the
young
declined.
Gramps
wasn’t making
room
for
Junior.
Perhaps the
worst
part
of the youth
employment
picture
is
the state of
education and
job training.
While
the
nation’s
collegeeducated
youth face a
tough
labor
market
and
Illustration by Rob Heller/Bradenton Herald/MCT alarming
levels
student
debt,
the
for
the
low- of
23.8 percent in February and especially
23.2 percent in January. For paying retail and hospitality unemployment rate for those
20- to 24-year-olds, it stood at industries, which typically without degrees runs far
13.2 percent, down from 13.8 employ the young. Factor in higher. Those with the least
percent in February and 13.3 the effects of automation, education consistently fare
and the financial imperative the worst.
percent in January.
The problem isn’t so
Why is unemployment so for employers to keep their
much worse for youth than workforces lean, and it’s no much sheepskins as skills:
for Americans at large? (The wonder the supply of unskilled Plenty of Americans make a
good living without having
nation’s jobless rate is 8.2 and low-skilled jobs dried up.
At the same time, older graduated from college, but
percent.) There are a few
adults were competing more only if they can do something
reasons.
This was a severe recession, than usual for those retail of value - whether it’s fitting

pipes or operating computer
programs. It’s painful to hear
small-business owners lament
the lack of readiness they see
among young job candidates.
The U.S. can’t afford to
do nothing while the chips
fall disproportionately on
this vulnerable part of its
population. From a policy
standpoint, the state of
affairs argues for smarter
investments in education and
job training. One promising
approach:
Mayor
Rahm
Emanuel’s plans to retool
City Colleges of Chicago so
each campus focuses on a
job sector and works closely
with employers in that sector.
The Aspen Institute has
encouraged similar efforts to
tailor education to identifiable
job demands at community
colleges around the country.
Too many young people jump
in and out of two-year and
four-year college programs
without gaining a degree or a
marketable skill.
One ray of hope: Younger
Americans in the aftermath
of recessions tend to be
unemployed
for
shorter
durations than those displaced
from the working world later
in life. The high unemployment
rate for youth reflects less
of the grinding, long-term
unemployment that has led
older Americans to despair of
ever working again.
With
fewer
mortgages
and family obligations, the
young tend to be more mobile
across occupation and region,
willing to move for the sake
of an opportunity or a chance
at schooling. Incentives to
encourage mobility among
young workers would make
sense.
For the sake of a generation
at risk, let’s hope job creation
shifts into high gear. Another
spring slowdown that takes the
air out of the economy would
be hard to bear. Junior needs a
recovery, pronto.
(c)2012 the Chicago Tribune

How would you describe your
experience at Parkland so far?
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“It’s been awesome. Faculty
and students are friendly and
helpful.”

“One of the best things about
working at Parkland is that
the people who work here are
genuinely interested in the
success of the students. I love
coming to work everyday.”

“My experience at Parkland
has been great. I love the
teachers, my classes and I love
the fact that it’s diverse.”

“I’ve been coming here
since I was five. It’s really
exciting to be starting here this
summer. Parkland has a great
atmosphere, learning and all.”

“I would describe it with
words, adjectives, and other
English
terminology.
But
seriously, it has been a blast.
Stressful too.”
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2+2

continued from page 1
Millikin University, Olivet Nazarene
University, Palmer Chiropractic
College, Regis University in Denver,
Colo. and Saint Mary-of-the-Woods
College in Indiana.
Southern
Illinois
University,
Springfield College of Benedictine
University, University of Illinois
at Chicago, University of Illinois at
Springfield, University of St. Francis,
Western Illinois University and
William Woods University in Fulton,
Mo. also participate.

																

An important thing for students
to consider when entering into a
2+2 agreements is to be sure the
institution accepts agreements in
their program. This is because the
majority of classes are technical
courses.
For example, Parkland has an
agreement with Bradley University
in the fields of Engineering,
Manufacturing
Engineering
Technology and Nursing.
Therefore, if you are trying to get
a degree in Computer Science from
Bradley University, the 2+2 program
is not the transfer program that you
should be enrolled in.

win

continued from page 1
to describe SPARK, now in
its second year. The openaccess digital repository was
initiated through the efforts of
the college’s library and Center
for Excellence in Teaching and
Learning. It works to promote,
showcase,
and
facilitate
global
online
discovery
of scholarly and creative works
at Parkland, searchable by
department, unit, or program
as well as by documented
student work. SPARK offers
a wide range of materials
that anyone in the college
or community can examine.
“I am very happy that
Parkland, and in particular,
academic services, is being
recognized for our work,” said
Kris Young, Parkland’s vice
president for academic services.
“The
issues
surrounding
diversity
and
scholarship
at community colleges are
complex and challenging to
address. I was already proud
of all the Parkland faculty and
staff who boldly suggested
and
implemented
creative
solutions to these challenges; I am
delighted that the effectiveness
of these solutions is being
recognized at a national level.”
Headquartered
at
the
University
of
NebraskaLincoln, the National Council
of Instructional Administrators
is a professional organization
affiliated with the American
Association
of
Community
Colleges (AACC).

Many of the students enrolled in the
2+2 agreement realize they have been
afforded an excellent opportunity.
When asked how the 2+2 agreement
changed his school life at Parkland,
32-year-old, Tevin Mclin responded,
“With a family at home, and a part
time job, this program makes it way
easier to get out of here, and I have so
many options.”
Mclin went on to explain that this
program makes more sense financially
as well. This is because courses taken
at Parkland are accredited at the
cooperating four-year institution,
but students pay much less for these
courses at Parkland.
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The 2+2 agreements also provide
many different options to earn a
degree.
Randy Fletcher, Dean of Career and
Transfer Programs explained that the
2+2 agreement gives nontraditional
students the opportunity to acquire
new prospects for jobs.
Although the 2+2 agreements
are geared more toward technical
coursework and majors, these are not
the only options available to students
looking to earn a degree.
Cooperating
four-year
institution
Franklin
University
offers coursework in the field of
Accounting, Applied Management,

Fact or Fiction?
FALSE - In the event you are on the

road during a tornado, the best place
to take cover is not under an overpass.

Business Administration, Public
Safety
Management,
Computer
Science, E-Marketing and Financial
Management.
The 2+2 agreements are a great
way to help you on your way in life.
The program not only provides
students with new prospects for
jobs but it helps them financially,
as well. My advice to incoming or
currently enrolled students is to take
advantage of these programs. For
more information on 2+2 agreements
and other transfer opportunities,
speak to someone in the counseling
and Advising Center in A-258.

WE
DELIVER!

Two-Year Tuition Guarantee
COMMUNITY COLLEGE GRADUATES* TRANSFERRING TO RMU FOR A
BACHELOR'S DEGREE NEVER PAY FOR MORE THAN TWO YEARS.
- Expand your knowledge and skills
- Gain a true competitive advantage
- Enhance your marketability

- Transferring students have the opportunity to explore
courses and programs of study beyond their curriculum
through Double Major and Enrichment Courses at
no additional tuition.

*Two-Year Tuition Guarantee applies to students with an Associate Degree only. Federal and state grants will apply and a FAFSA must be completed.

800.762.5960 | ROBERTMORRIS.EDU

Call 800.762.5960 to schedule an appointment to discuss this and other
degree options with an Admissions Representative.

FREAKY FAST

DELIVERY!
©2011 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Lincoln College–Normal
For students seeking a college experience in an accommodating, tightly-knit campus community, Lincoln College – Normal...

• Welcomes transfer students

In recent years, Lincoln College – Normal has proven to be an especially welcoming destination for transfer
students, including Associate’s degree recipients from our campus in Lincoln. For individuals who are seeking
a school who prioritizes integrating transfer students into their general student population, Lincoln College –
Normal is a wonderful choice.

• Offers Bachelor’s degrees in Business and Criminal Justice

is an
excellent
option.

Academically, Lincoln College – Normal specializes in Bachelor’s degrees in the areas of Business, Sport Management and Criminal Justice, among other
degree options. With the intention of meeting the needs of all students, many of Lincoln College – Normal’s programs are flexibly-scheduled, with day,
evening, online and hybrid formats available.

• Emphasizes interactive learning with small class sizes

With emphasis on interactive learning and personal attention for every student , Lincoln College – Normal produces highly employable graduates who have
been challenged by knowledgeable, highly-qualified faculty members.

• Is located approximately 50 miles from Champaign Urbana

Located in one of the premier college towns in Illinois, Lincoln College-Normal offers students the opportunity to live in apartment-style, on-campus
housing while enjoying all of the benefits of the Bloomington-Normal area. The variety of activities and experiences - such as professional sporting events,
the Constitution Trail (over 24 miles of trails to bike, run, and walk), performing arts venues, galleries, movie theatres, and the cool shopping centers of
Uptown Normal, Shoppes at College Hills, and Eastland Mall - mean there’s always something to do in Bloomington-Normal. With so much to do within
the community, and four widely-known colleges and their students to share it with, Bloomington-Normal is one of the most vibrant, entertaining places for
young people in Illinois.

Lincoln College–Normal
715 W. Raab Rd.
Normal, IL 61761
800.569.0558

For more information on
Lincoln College–Normal, visit
www.lincolncollege.edu/normal.
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Your ad here
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Place your classified here for only $5 per week. Ads must
be less than three lines or 30 words. Contact our ad department today! 217-351-2206 or prospectusads@parkland.edu

BREWSTER ROCKIT
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“A house is not a home unless
it contains food and fire for the
mind as well as the body.”
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THE
TVTV
CROSSWORD
The
Crossword
Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.
If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.

Need a little help? The hints page shows a logical order to solve the puzzle.
Or use the answers page

Use it to identify the next square you should solve.
by Jacqueline
E. Mathews
if you really get stuck.

By Jacqueline E. Mathews

xkcd.com

ACROSS
1 Alda or Rachins
5 “__ Evening News with Katie
Couric”
8 Soft and ready to eat, as fruit
9 “Full __”
12 Referred to
13 Richie Cunningham’s sister
14 Hamsters and hounds
15 Marge and Homer’s boy
16 Actor on “The A-Team”
18 “__ My Children”
19 “The __ Ranger”
20 __ in; become a part of
21 One of John-Boy’s sisters
23 Lisa of “The Cosby Show”
24 Walking stick
25 “__ Bridges”
26 “Home __”; Macaulay Culkin film
28 Arthur of tennis
29 Role on “The King of Queens”
30 “Dancing __ the Stars”
32 “__ Vegas”; James Caan series
35 “Alley __” of the comics
36 Cook in the oven
37 Border on
Solution to Last Week’s Puzzle

(c) 2011 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

38
40
41
42
43
44

“__ Don’t Eat the Daisies”
Dunne or Castle
“Snow White and the __ Dwarfs”
Soil
Mr. Linkletter
Droops

DOWN
1 Lead role in “The Little Mermaid”
2 “The __”; TLC series for Jen
Arnold and Bill Klein
3 “Planet of the __”; film for Roddy
McDowall and Charlton Heston
4 “__ and Stacey”
5 Task
6 “The Love __”
7 “3rd Rock from the __”
10 Actor on “The Big Bang Theory”
11 Spine-chilling
12 Financial auditor, often: abbr.
13 One of the girls on “The Brady
Bunch”
15 Femur or rib
17 Explosive, for short
19 “Whose __ Is It Anyway?”
20 Actor Duhamel
22 “You __?”; words from Lurch on
“The Addams Family”
23 Big party
25 __ Archibald; Chace Crawford’s
role on “Gossip Girl”
26 “Much __ About Nothing”
27 Froot __; colorful cold cereal
30 “The Man Who __ There”; movie
for Billy Bob Thornton
31 Tina Turner’s ex
33 Mother’s sisters
34 Sault __. Marie
36 Max __ Jr., of “The Beverly
Hillbillies”
37 Opera solo
39 Zsa Zsa’s sister
40 Dog tags and driver’s licenses,
for short

[Nuclear war] ... may not be desirable.
-- Edwin Meese III

2
5
7

FOR SALE: 2008 JCL 150T Scooter
Like-New Condition - Less Than
1200 Miles $1500 or Best Offer
Contact Pete @ (217) 352-9458

- Benjamin Franklin

Challenging Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Book 4

Sudoku
(hard)
Sudoku #8

Classifieds
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NOW LEASING
P2 - PARKLAND POINT

Parkland Pointe Apartments

10/14/2011

FOR AUGUST 2012
Welcome	
  to	
  Champaign’s	
  newest	
  student	
  housing	
  community	
  located	
  on	
  
West	
  Bradley	
  Avenue,	
  adjacent	
  to	
  Parkland	
  College.

P2	
  was	
  built	
  with	
  the	
  Parkland	
  College	
  student	
  in	
  mind	
  -‐	
  meticulous	
  attention	
  to	
  detail	
  
and	
  superior	
  resident	
  amenities	
  make	
  Parkland	
  Point	
  the	
  perfect	
  place	
  to	
  live.
*Gated	
  community	
  with	
  controlled	
  gate	
  access
*Contemporary	
  Eloor	
  plans	
  
*Luxury	
  furniture	
  package
*Two,	
  Three,	
  and	
  Four	
  Bedroom	
  Eloor	
  plans
*Full-‐sized	
  kitchens	
  with	
  beautiful	
  granite	
  countertops	
  
*Full-‐sized	
  washers	
  and	
  dryers
*24-‐hour	
  maintenance	
  and	
  management
*Free	
  off-‐street	
  parking

The	
  community	
  boasts	
  a	
  new	
  resort-‐style	
  swimming	
  pool	
  and	
  sun	
  deck,	
  clubhouse	
  with	
  
wi-‐Ei,	
  a	
  television	
  lounge,	
  media	
  room	
  and	
  meeting	
  space.

OPEN HOUSE
Friday, March 9th, 2012
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Stop by and see us before or after the Parkland College Open House
Refreshments Provided!

CONTACT US:
902 N. Country Fair Drive, Suite #1, Champaign, Illinois 61821
(217) 531-3838
www.parkland point.com

Parking Available
Multiple Room Types
Convenient Bus Access to Parkland
Apply online at www.sjcnc.org













TransferExpress
From Parkland to UIS
One Stop Enrollment for Fall 2012!

Talk to an advisor, apply, be
admitted, transfer your credits,
secure financial aid, and register for
classes…all in one visit!

University Hall, Room 1031

Stop by during these Ɵmes:
Friday, April 27
Saturday, April 28

Bring your official, sealed transcripts and $50* application fee.
No advance registration necessary.

7:30 a.m. – 6 p.m.
9 a.m. – 1 p.m.

Monday, May 21

7:30 a.m. – 6 p.m.

Friday, June 22

7:30 a.m. – 6 p.m.

Saturday, June 23

9 a.m. – 1 p.m.

Thursday, July 26

7:30 a.m. – 6 p.m.

Requirements:

Friday, July 27

7:30 a.m. – 6 p.m.

•
•
•
•

Saturday, August 18

9 a.m. – 1 p.m.

Monday, August 20

7:30 a.m. – 6 p.m.

2.00 cumulative GPA on a 4.0 scale
30 credit hours completed by Fall 2012
File the FAFSA (UIS school code 009333)
On-campus enrollment only

*Veterans and other students seeking application fee waivers are encouraged to

contact the Admissions office prior to arrival.

Office of Admissions

admissions@uis.edu
(217) 206-4847
Toll free (888) 977-4847
www.uis.edu/TransferExpress

Sports
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Clutts reaches 500 wins as Cobras softball steadily improves
Mark Roughton
Sports Writer
The Cobras softball team
began the year with very high
expectations and that same
tough schedule that Head
Coach Chuck Clutts lines up
for them each year.
That combination led to
some tough stretches in which
the Cobras were swept by
Heartland, Kankakee and
Iowa Central, who are all
ranked in the top five teams in
the country.
Despite that fact, the Cobras
are an outstanding 27-7 against
the rest of their schedule this
year and performed very
well on their spring trip to
Pensacola and West Florida
University, going 6-4 against
stiff
competition
from
Blackhawk College and Iowa
Central.
However, Clutts is pushing
for more consistency and
hitting from his ball club as he
believes those factors will lead
to more wins when it counts.
“We’ve got a 60 game
season,” he said. “There’s
nobody that’s going to be at
that peak every single game,
it’s just impossible.”
“You’re going to have peaks
and valleys and the sooner
you come out of the valley, the
better off you’re going to be,”
he continued. “You won’t come
out unless you really buy into
the mental attitude of it.”
During the practice held
the day after the team was
swept by Heartland, Clutts sat
the team down and stressed
mental toughness in order to
prepare them to compete with
the best in the country.
On his approach to coaching

the Cobras are still
softball,
Clutts
confident in their
quoted baseball great
abilities. “Sometimes
Yogi Berra, saying,
we struggle hitting,
“Baseball is only ten
but you know we work
percent
physical,
through it,” Winkler
and ninety percent
said. “I have definitely
mental.”
seen improvements
Clutts pointed out
though.”
that the biggest chore
Although he is a
is to teach the girls
demanding
coach,
the mental part of the
Clutts is happy about
game.
what the girls are
By anyone else’s
doing and sees how
standards, the No. 17
hard they are working
Cobras, with a record
for him. “I can’t ask
of 27-13 overall and
for any more from the
16-4 in M-WAC play,
girls,” he said.
have been solid and
There have been
have had a good year
many more good
on
paper.
Clutts,
stretches than bad
however,
always
for this Cobra team
expects more from
offensively. In a four
his team in every
double header stretch
aspect of the game.
against Lincoln Trail,
Pitching-wise, the
Lincoln, Lewis and
team’s ERA stands at
Clark, and John Wood,
3.38, which isn’t bad
the Cobras never even
by any means, but
had a close game. The
Clutts would like to
Cobras
outscored
see it improve.
their opponents 65-11,
“Pitching’s
been
which led to an 8 game
off and on,” he
win streak.
said. “We’ve got to
Freshman Kelsey
really work on our
Kniepmann
and
consistency. It’s been
sophomore
Megan
one of our downDewerff lead the
points.”
team in hitting at
Clutts refers to the
fact that one day a
Photo by Nick Washington/Prospectus News over .400 and are
girl will throw well Cobras softball Head Coach Chuck Clutts works on fundamentals with Macy playing outstanding,
and the next day not Shaupe during practice at the Dodds Athletic Center on Wed. April 11, 2012. especially considering
the fact that Dewerff
so well despite having
just done well the day before. and Alison Kimble, as well as “No matter what, they’re is coming off a concussion and
has seen fewer innings lately.
One luxury of softball that sophomores Amy Simpson keeping their heads up.”
Sophomores Macy Shupe
Clutts also believes the
is overlooked is the fact that and Shelby Lust can all share
pitchers do not need as much the load. Each has pitched over hitting can improve, despite and Liz Sprague also are seeing
rest as those in baseball due to 30 innings so far and recorded a solid .340 team batting the ball very well and hitting
at least 10 strikeouts. “When average. “My goal is .360, and over .360. Freshman pitcher
the less stressful arm motion.
Taylor Hull has also swung
The Cobras have five they come out they pitch their that’s their goal too,” he said.
Despite
the
few the bat well, hitting .380 so far
talented pitchers. Freshmen hardest,” sophomore Right
Tabitha Davis, Taylor Hull fielder Kaitlyn Winkler said. disappointments, Clutts and and been a multi dimensional

Women’s soccer rebuilding
for upcoming fall season
Spencer Brown
Sports Writer
The
Parkland
women’s
soccer program looks to
continue in the right direction
with this year’s incoming class
of new recruits.
It will, however, not be an
easy task replicating last
season’s success. “It was a first
for a lot of things,” Head Coach
Josh Alford said.
Alford received Region 24
Coach of the Year honors last
season, as the Cobras finished
the season 14-2-1, a school
record for wins in a season.
Last season also marked the
highest ranking a Parkland
women’s soccer team had
ever achieved – No. 8 in the
nation. They even made it to
the Region 24 championship
game.
This past year’s team
also produced four players
named First Team All Region.
Sophomore Jenny Musick, the
team’s second leading scorer,
and sophomore Sadie Somers
were presented with the honor.
Two freshmen, Prescila
Azuaga-the team’s leading
scorer with 19 goals, and
Keren Sharabi were the other
winners.
Musick, Somers and the
rest of the sophomores will
be departing to continue their
careers elsewhere.
When asked what he would
miss most from those players,
Alford responded, “Some of
the leadership, some of the
strengths.”
He points out that 80 - 90
percent of his sophomores
have received offers to play at
the next level from a variety of
schools.
Of those offers received,
two have been accepted.
Jordyn Koerner has agreed
to take her talents to North
Carolina where she will play
for Division II Mt. Olive.
Jenny Musick has accepted
an offer to play for Division I
Austin Peay.
With those two headed to
the next level and the rest
sure to follow, the coaching
staff has been hard at work
recruiting. Alford admits that
this year’s recruiting process
has presented a unique twist.

player.
Coming into the year, Clutts
was sitting at 488 wins and
knew that this year a milestone
could be reached. Win No. 500
eventually came on March 28
in game one against Lincoln
Trail. He now sits at 515-181-2
overall in his 13th year as head
coach.
“It was a goal, I won’t kid
you. It was definitely a goal,”
Clutts said. “But I got it and I
go ‘Okay there’s another ball
game.’ Actually what I started
focusing on was my first win in
Florida way back in 2001 and
thinking ‘Man it’s been that
long,’” he said with a smile.
“We felt happy for him,
but we felt honored that we
could get him his 500th win,”
Kaitlyn Winkler said referring
to the team’s emotion after
accomplishing the feat. “We
worked really hard to get that
for him.”
The Cobras look to finish
the last three weeks of the
season strong moving into
postseason play. It will
certainly be a challenge as
Kankakee, Heartland, Illinois
Central, all make return trips
to Champaign in the coming
weeks. The Cobras are a
combined 1-5 against them.
Despite the tough road
ahead, Winkler and the rest
of the Cobras believe they can
ascend to the highest peak. “As
long as we keep the positive
mindset that we have going,”
he said. “I have no doubt in my
mind that we can reach those
goals.”
Only three weeks of regular
season remain. Come out
at 2:30 p.m. on Friday and
support Cobra softball as the
team hosts No. 6 Kankakee.

Value.
Location.
Quality.

Photo by Chanelle Stokes/ Prospectus News

Parkland soccer Head Coach Josh Alford welcomes Jordyn
Koerner, center-mid and Jenny Musick, forward to the team on
Wed. April 11, 2012.
This past season’s success
has
altered
his
staff’s
approach.
“A lot of girls have been
knocking on our door to come
to our program,” Alford said.
“Instead of vice versa and me
having to go out and pick and
weave through girls.”
“It’s made things a little bit
easier and then challenging
in a little bit different way in
maybe having to tell more girls
no or being picky,” Alford said.
There is a strategy in place
in terms of the types of girls
being recruited.
“We’re bringing in a lot of
girls that have played time
more in an attacking position,”
Alford said.
The focus is on being
an
offense-minded
team.
Athletic, smart girls are the
target. Heading up this group
is Amanda Stoll out of Madison
Consolidated in Madison, IN.
Alford speaks highly of her.
“I think she’s going to be a
force to be reckoned with,” he
said.
Stoll is a part of Alford’s
biggest recruiting class to
date.
Geneseo’s Kelsey Nystom

and
Alex
Radue
are
representative of that talent.
They not only fit the mold of
offense-minded players that
Alford is looking for, but are
very athletic as well.
Players need to be ready
immediately but often times
there is a learning curve that
could affect success. Alford
does not see this being an issue.
“We don’t want you to take
a year to figure things out,”
Alford said. “We want you to
come here and already know.”
Several approaches were
taken to ensure this could be
done.
“We recruited girls that
kinda get it and have played in
potential formations we might
use,” Alford said. “We already
started a little bit with the
summer stuff.”
A very important part of
this team’s success will be
the progress of the recruits
with the returning players.
That year of experience and
willingness to lead will be vital.
They are poised to make a
strong run at Nationals in the
2012-13 season.

www.champaign-apartments.net

One Bedroom Units from $605
Two Bedroom Units from $765
Town Homes (2-3 Bedrooms) $1050

1st Floor $495
2nd Floor $550
Enjoy a private one
bedroom apartment!

- Fitness Facility
- Washer/Dryer in unit
- Pet Friendly
- Free Internet
- 24hr Maintenance
- Minutes from Parkland

- Pet Friendly
- Free Internet
- Free Parking
- Friend Referral Program
- Across from Parkland Entrance

Contact: 217.403.1722 Maria@champaign-apartments.net
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Entertainment

A review of “The Hunger Games”
Mace Mackiewicz
Staff Writer
Based on the first book of
the same name by Suzanne
Collins, “The Hunger Games”
is a movie that starts out with
a text explanation of what The
Hunger Games are and what
started them. Based on the text
we gather that “The capitol”
is the part of the country that
houses the government and all
of the rich parts of society.
The districts are the
communities of the less
privileged groups of people
who do all the work and labor
for the capitol and get none of
the benefits.
Apparently,
some
time
before the movie takes place
there was a failed revolution
against the capitol and as
punishment the districts each

have to offer up 2 tributesone male and one female-each
year. These tributes are forced
to fight against one another
in events called The Hunger
Games.
The movie introduces us
to Katniss and her sister
Primrose and explains that the
tributes are selected for The
Hunger Games in an event
known as the reaping, where
their names are drawn and
the contestants are selected to
perform in these games.
The movie takes a while to
get to the reaping ceremony.
First we are treated to some
back-story on how Katniss can
hunt, although we never see
her do it successfully in the
intro.
We are also introduced to a
possible love interest named
Gale, who goes on to do little to

nothing for most of this movie.
At the reaping ceremony,
Katniss’s sister is called up
to be the tribute but Katniss
volunteers.
The
other
character from the district
who gets summoned is named
Peeta.
After a train ride to the
capitol and a scene in which
the tributes are introduced
to their mentor, the movie
seems to switch gears from
being a commentary on the
government and power to
a scathing commentary on
reality TV.
Before the games are to
begin, the tributes have to go
on a talk show and try to get
the audience to like them so
that they can get sponsors to
pay for things that will help
them survive once the games
begin. Peeta even makes up

a romance between him and
Katniss on the spot to try to
gain some instant support.
The people treat all of these
kids’ like they’re fictional
characters in a game. They
don’t seem to care that these
people are going to die; they
are laughing and enjoying
every moment of it.
When The Hunger Games
begin the movie becomes
absolutely brutal, especially
for a movie rated PG-13.
Several of the participants are
killed almost immediately and
even though no one is actually
shown dying, the characters
that kill them pick up their
weapons and they are covered
in blood.
The movie really starts
to pick up at this point and
becomes more enjoyable. The
first half of the movie, although
necessary for its back-story, is
incredibly slow and boring.
So, overall, the first half of the
movie is a bit dull and boring,

but the second half is really
worth the price of admission,
other than the ending and the
numbness towards death in the
movie the story is really good
and keeps you gripped for the
most part.
The movie has its faults but
it has an interesting enough
story to keep you entertained.
Not everyone was of the same
opinion.
Parkland student Brittany

Nelson said, “I had just got
done reading the book before
seeing the movie. The movie
just didn’t live up to my
expectation from reading the
book.”
I for one recommend the
movie for the second half
alone but I do not recommend
bringing any young children.
I’d give the movie 7.5 points on
a scale of 1-10.

move into
easy living
Studying at Parkland? Live on campus and enjoy an exciting,
convenient university experience. Apply now for Summer or Fall, 2012!
Suite-style rooms
Air conditioned with weekly housekeeping
FLIX movie theater
Media and gaming lounges on each floor
THINK study lounge
Located two blocks from the quad!

visit illinitower.net

call 217.344.0400

*A Private Certified Housing facility at the University of illinois

